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SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 080600B MAY TO 090600B MAY 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: FOUR

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 080600B MAY TO 090600B MAY 94.

1. **GENERAL SITUATION.** Period was relatively calm despite sporadic exchange of fire between warring factions. Situation however remains tense and fluid. Fighting continued up north and in the south of the country. There are signs of the town of Gitarama being reinforced in apparent readiness for an RPF attack. RPF continues to threaten takeover of KIA if RPF troops do not move away from ARRA. FC had discussions with Min of Works and Social Affairs.

2. **POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.** Significant breakthrough continues with FC's meeting with Minister of Works. Efforts still being made to make contact with Interim Prime Minister.

3. **FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.** Warring factions continue to show belligerence.

   A. RPF: Controlling area east of Ruhengeri to NKumba and area south of the town of Base. NKumba reported to have fallen to RPF troops. In the south advancing westwards. No significant changes in lines held within the city. Strongly believed to be planning an attack on KIA.

   B. RGF: Reinforcing Gitarama with new recruits and some old forces. Observed moving about a battery of arty guns from Gitarama to Kigali. Controlling Ruhengeri and areas north and south of it. Still controlling greater part of city. Consolidating positions held in city.

   C. MILITIA: No change in positions being held in the city.

4. **OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES** Plans for the future mission and force structure continue. Normal routine, escorts and humanitarian tasks were conducted during the period.

   A. FORCE HQ: PC held normal briefing at 080700 and 081900 with Commanders and staff. Also held discussions with Min of Works and Social Affairs. Discussed future of mission and the humanitarian needs of the country. Preparations and staff work on future force still in progress. Defensive work around HQ building in progress.

   B. **KROMUR.** Area generally calm.

   C. **BYUMAT.**

   (1) Provided security at KIA, Amahoro Stadium and Force HQ.

   (2) Provided escorts for humanitarian and other
TASKS.

(3) 1 X MOR BOMB LANDED ABOUT 700M NORTH OF KIA.
(4) WORK ON IMPROVEMENT OF DEFENSES CONTINUING.

D. TIN PLATOON (+).

(1) PROVIDED SECURITY AT MILLE COLLINES WITH 1 X APC.
(2) PROVIDED SECURITY AT KING FAISAL HOSPITAL AND MERIDIEN HOTEL.
(3) PROVIDED APC ESCORTS AND SECURITY AT FORCE HQ.

E. MILOB

(1) ASSISTED IN CARRYING OUT HUMANITARIAN TASKS.
(2) RPF SECTOR MILOB CARRIED OUT PATROLS TO RHENGERI AREA DURING THE PERIOD.
(3) LIAISED WITH WARRING FACTIONS.

5. UNCIYPO.

NONE IN RWANDA CURRENTLY.

6. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.

A. DISPLACED PERSONS.

(1) PATROLS VISITED DISPLACED PERSONS CAMPS IN KIGALI.
(2) ICRC DELIVERED BABY BOY FOR A DISPLACED WOMAN FROM AMAHORO STADIUM AT RED CROSS HOSPITAL.

B. HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE.

(1) ICRC GAINED ACCESS TO FOOD IN CARITAS WAREHOUSE AND DELIVERED SIX TONNES TO SAINTS FAMILLE CAMP.
(2) FA TEAM SPENT DAY PLANNING THE DISTRIBUTION OF AID.

C. EVACUATION OF EXPATRIATES. ONE RWANDESE WAS EVACUATED TO NAIROBI.

7. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

8. LOGISTICS. NO CHANGE IN RESERVES HELD.

9. MISC.
A. FORCE LEVEL - NO CHANGE.

B. SICK REPORT - 18 CASES (8 MALARIA).